
Richard crossley 2015

1/16” balsa

(4 req.)

tailplane 
structure from
1/16” sq. balsa.

use firm stock 
for spanwise 

parts and medium
for ribs

align front 
with rear 
of cowl

upper wing position jig
(cut from 1/16” balsa)

landing gear struts
pass inside fuselage

longerons

brace gear
struts with

1/16” sheet balsa
webbing

extended gear
for rubber

version 

scale gear
for electric

version 

scale 
undercarriage 

template 

extended 
undercarriage

template

lines mark points
at which struts pass

through lower fuselage

scale undercarriage spreader bar

extended undercarriage spreader bar

join gears legs with
1/64” ply gusset

slot for 
axle

0.8mm wire axle, bind and glue 
to spreader bar at centre only

alluminium tube
wheel bearing spreader bar

1/16” balsa

tailplane tips can be cut
from 1/16” sheet balsa

or laminated from 3 layers 
of 1/32” x 1/16” strip

1

designed and 
drawn by

16 34/” span scale model

1/16” balsa 
sheet

tailplane

nose plug detail
‘peck’ plastic 

nose bush
3 x 1/16” 
squares
form key

drill for
nose bush

2 x 1/16”
discs

3 degrees down thrust required 

f3
f4 f5

rear motor support 
from scrap 1/16” balsa

tail skid from scrap
balsa, with thin bamboo

support

1/16” sq. tailplane
support strip

position of 
upper wing jig

fin

rudder can be hinged
using strips of metal

from a drinks can
if required

‘ribs’ from 
1/32” x 1/16”
balsa strip

outlines and spars 
are 1/16”, laminate or 
use sheet outlines

scarfe ring

f2

f2f2

f2f1

wing saddle
1/16” sheet balsa

crack longerons here

crack longerons here

cut scarfe ring 
from 1/64” ply
using a ‘circle 

cutter’upper deck  
1/32” balsa sheet

chamfer insides of 
stern posts before 

joining fuselage

wrap cowl
with thin card

fuselage 
structure from
1/16” sq. balsa.

use firm stock 
for longerons 

and medium stock
for uprights

rear motor peg 
is alluminium tube

1.5mm 0/d.
33mm long

3 x 1/20” 
STRINGERS

vickers gun
from scrap

balsa

dotted line shows extended
undercarriage if ‘ROG’ is 

required for rubber version
using 6 inch prop.

fuselage
top view

5 x 1/20” sq. 
balsa stringers
form rear deck

(glue to top of f3/f4/f5)

front cockpit

3 x 1/20” sq.
STRINGERS

3/32” sheet

c1

3/32” sheet
c3

3/32” sheet

c2

glue c3
to c2

1/16” sheet

c4

1/16” 
sheet

c5

c6 are cowl spacers. 
glue 2 together to form a 

cruciform, and glue between
c4 and c5. Notches ensure

correct alignment.
when complete, remove

centre to clear nose plug

c6 2 req.

c1
c2

c3

c4

c5

nose plug

c6

lower wing

front strut rear strut

interplane struts
cut from medium 1/16” sheet balsa

many single seat versions of the ‘strutter’ were built.one version was known as the sopwith
cabane struts

1/16” x 1/8” 
medium balsa

f6

f6

comic!

fuselage box
structure

f1

f2

balance here

wings set at 2 degrees

Keep it light!
start fuselage structureby building 2 basic sidesdirectly over the sideview(shown shaded grey)

cross-pieces shown
shaded grey

wheels are laminated 
from balsa discs.

target flying weights:

rubber power - 32 grams

electric - 29 grams

f6 1/32” balsa

1/32” balsa (x 2)

cut rotary engine
from plan and paste

to former c2

lewis gun
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